Cloud and distributed computing is now the most vibrant opportunity among the varied IT and IT enabled skills that gets hired by employers in India. This was revealed by Professional networking website LinkedIn in a survey on the most potential Job skills that enabled a job seeking aspirant to achieve the best job in 2015. Sohan Murthy, data analysis LinkedIn said “We noticed that companies were still recruiting and hiring for these skills well into the final months of 2015, so we expect these skills will remain in-demand in the early part of 2016.”

Auditing Gods Creation via Cloud

Now the question is whether it is the technological front or the Medical front that is in hype? Definitely both have pitched prodigious heights across the length and breadth of the globe. Materialization of an interdisciplinary vent of medicine and technology has created revolutions in medical practices......

Top rated career destinations of the world for expats

An initiative was started by HBSC to locate the 5 top job destinations for people who is planning to relocate and develop a career abroad. The Expat explorer survey has collected data from more than 22,000 respondents through an online questionnaire. The focus of the investigation ......

Make your career with the most expensive campuses of the world

Legacy technology companies with every day billion dollar turnover known for its products and services offer a cutting edge technology to its customers. Most of these technology

“Open Door” workshop – opens the door of Cloud Technology

Recently, the MCA department of Marian college hosted a national level workshop “Open Door” on Cloud the skyrocketing technology in IT. The buzzword of the workshop was to
giants maintain a huge, expensive and vibrant work space that reflects the company’s vision, work culture and the sole of its existence......

experience Cloud in your figure tips. Interestingly, the key section was led by Mr. Sreejith Anujan, Senior Consultant, RedHat......

COME WALK IN THE CLOUD!!!

We have successfully conducted 7 Cloud Workshops in different colleges and IPSR branches during the month of February. We will conduct our 8th Cloud workshop at IPSR South on Thursday, 17th March, 2016.

Book Your Seats Now

IT Companies find hard to recruit right candidates

Brijesh George John, Associate Professor, Marian College, Kuttikkanam, Chairman – Placement Officers Kerala Group

“Water, Water Everywhere, but not a drop to drink”.

This is the situation of many IT companies looking for talents from our campuses. It’s literally true that, number of engineering colleges in Kerala as well as the recruitment drives are increasing day by day, but IT companies find it hard to recruit the right talent.

The placement scenario in the state is going through a turnaround situation. Earlier there were lot of students with excellent academics and talents were looking for an opportunity in reputed IT companies. But now the situation has changed. Many IT companies, including MNCs are ready to recruit students from Kerala, but fails to find the right fix......

ipsrjobs.com - Updates

ipsrjobs.com has underpinned its position as one of the leading manpower support provider in Kerala as it successfully completed ‘Incredible 100 Campaign’ (100 companies recruiting in 100 days). A total of 103 companies recruited for various networking and software vacancies in 100 days, started on 19th November 2015 and ended on 29th February 2016.

Last couple of months, we saw an increase in requirements from companies spanning across various domains such as Networking, Linux, Cloud, PHP, Java, .NET and Android and the demand for candidates with good skills in various technologies increased significantly.

Apart from this, regular clients such as UST Global, RedHat, Poomam Infovision,
RMESI continued their recruitment through ipsrjobs. UST Global recruited 81 B.Tech freshers from a single recruitment drive conducted at SNGCE Kolanchery by ipsrjobs.com. RedHat, Reancloud, RMESI, Alliance Cornhill, Geojit Technologies, Poornam Infovision, etc also hired candidates in big numbers through ipsrjobs in last 2 months.

Register ipsrjobs.com for getting latest Job alerts

Free Registration of 2016 batch B.Tech/B.Sc/BCA/M.Tech/M.Sc/MCA students Continuing!!

REGISTER NOW
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